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Talk Outline

• Why & How Time Matters

• Emotions as Memory

• Goals, Memory and Action Selection in 
Interactive Real-Time Play.

• Drives and Flexible Latching

• Crude, Cheesy Second-Rate Consciousness 



Why Time Matters

Combinatorics:  You can’t think of everything 
(Simon 1972; Chapman 1987; Sipser 2005).



Combinatorics
• If . . . 

– an agent knows 100 actions (e.g. eat, drink, 
sleep, step, turn, lift, grasp, poke, flip...), and    
– it has a goal (e.g.  go to Madagascar)

• Then . . . 

– Finding a one-step plan may take 100 acts. 
– A two-step plan may take 1002 (10,000).    
– For unknown number of steps, may search 
forever, missing critical steps or sequence.



Memory & Time
• More recent information is probably more 

important, but... 

• Very recent information can be incomplete.

• Hard to understand, 

• sensing != perception.

• Better interpreted in light of experience.

• Recent experience is a part of context.



Memory’s Role in 
Context

• Recent events: 

• episodic memory, 

• emotions.

• “Knowledge”:

• facts,

• expectations.

These fade, 
get replaced.}

These only build
(more or less).}
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Example:  
Emotions as Memory



Figure 1: Changes of DER states due to six emotion impulses in three contexts. Graphs

a, b and c show state changes in the contexts of a Negative Mood, a Neutral Mood and a

Positive Mood, respectively. Graph d shows the emotion impulses initially sent to the DER

in all three contexts.
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Tanguy (2006)

I’ve got good news 
and bad news...

Code & video available online.

(Tanguy, Bryson & Willis 2007; 
Bryson & Tanguy 2010)
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• Mood — longer term.

• Emotions — shorter 
term.

• Behaviour (e.g. 
expressions) is altered 
by these.

• Simplifies coding,

• increases variability.

Memory
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Where Time Normally 
Enters AI Systems

Combinatorics:  You can’t think of everything 
(Simon 1972; Chapman 1987; Sipser 2005).

• Memory

• Sequencing

• Pursuit of Goals
Action Selection}



Behavior Oriented Design

• Concurrent modules provide perception, 
action, memory. 

• Specialized representations promote 
reliability of search; determine module 
decomposition.

• Action Selection via hierarchical dynamic plans.

• Iterative / agile test & development cycle.

(Bryson 2001,  2003)



Action Selection: 
Sequencing

• Sequencing matters only when there is a 
constraining resource (Blumberg 1996).

• Example constraints:  what’s in a hand, 
where character standing, what it’s saying.

• Counter examples (potentially 
concurrent): perception, memory, 
autonomic processes.



Parallel-rooted, Ordered, Slip-stack Hierarchical  
(POSH) plans (Bryson 2001a,b;2003; et al 2005):

Action Selection by 
Dynamic Planning

• Some things need to be checked 
at all times: drive collection.

• Some things only need 
considering in particular 
context:  competences. 

• Some things reliably follow from 
others: action patterns.

—  Goals

—  Sequences

—  Sub-goals  
generating custom 
sequences



Example:  
Sequencing & Goals

(Partington & Bryson 2005) 
Thanks: Binns, Mansfield, 
Drugowitsch, Brom et al.



Partington’s Video



Time & BOD

• Partington tried to age time with scheduled 
action selection.  Bad idea.  (Binns & 
Mansfeld fixed as UROPs).

• Bryson (1997):  sonar memory as fixed-
length queue; bump memory forgotten 
after moving a meter.

• In behaviour modules, associate memory 
with timestamps; check age when visited.

I really don’t know about distributing slides on the Internet.  In the talk I made it clear 
that this was a bad idea by a brilliant student, and that this mistake indicated I needed to 

make BOD clearer.  Partington got the best-student award for his year. --JJB



BOD Agent Example

• Behaviour Library - per 
platform.

• POSH plan - per 
“species” / goal set.

• Memory - per 
individual.

(ATAL 1997, PhD 2001)
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Improved Animal-Like 
Maintenance of Homeostatic 
Goals via Flexible Latching 

Philipp Rohlfshagen❄ and Joanna J. Bryson
BICA @ AAAI Fall Symposia 2008

Journal of Cognitive Computation, resubmitted. 
Work supported by EPRSC grant GR/S79299/01 

❄Now of the Centre of Excellence for Research in Computational 
Intelligence and Applications at the University of Birmingham



• In simulations of animal behaviour ... 

• agents interact with the environment and one another 

• agents need to carry out a set of tasks 

• agents need to ensure their survival. 

• Some behaviours are essential to the survival of the ... 

• individual (e.g. obtain sufficient energy by means of food and drink) 

• species (e.g. grooming, mating) 

• One of the key questions: 

• How to coordinate priorities to ensure survival? 

• Our work is about latching ... 

• a general mechanism to efficiently coordinate different priorities 



• Agents are layered or hybrid and consist of ... 

• modules that specify details of their behaviour, 

• dynamic plans that specify cross-modular prioritisation. 

• The behaviour of agents is driven by 

• Parallel-rooted, Ordered Slip-stack Hierachical dynamic plans.

• We assume each agent has ... 

• some internal storage for long-term states, 

• the ability to express goals and their associated actions, 

• the notion of a trigger for each behaviour.

BOD & POSH



1. No latch

2. Strict latch 

• Trigger behaviour if internal state is below δ 

• Maintain behaviour until internal state is above φ ≥ δ 

3. Strict latching with interruptions;  can be very inefficient 

• Agents may persevere for minimum gain 

• Inefficiency first identified by Hagen Lehmann 

4. Flexible latch: 

• Introduce a third threshold, ψ such that δ ≤ ψ ≤ φ 

• Behaviour is triggered as before but if agent is interrupted: 

• if internal state is below ψ: continue, 

• otherwise: reset latch

Experimental Conditions



((SDC life (goal (s-one_step (s-succeed 0))) 
  (drives 
   ((dead (trigger((s-is_dead 0))) a_stay_dead)) 
   ((drink (trigger((s-wants_drink))) a-drink) (eat (trigger((s-wants_food))) c-eat)) 
   ((groom (trigger((s-wants_to_groom))) c-groom)) 
   ((explore (trigger((s-succeed))) a-explore)))) 

(C a-groom (goal ((s-succeed 0))) 
 (elements 
  ((has-no-target (trigger((s-has_groom_target 0))) a-pick_groom_target)) 
  ((not-near-target (trigger((s-is_near_groom_target 0))) a-move_to_groom_target)) 
  ((default-groom (trigger((s-succeed))) a-groom_with_target)))) 

(C a-eat (goal ((s-succeed 0))) 
 (elements 
  ((has-no-food (trigger((s-has_food 0))) a-pick_food)) 
  ((not-near-target (trigger((s-is_near_food_target 0))) a-move_to_food)) 
  ((default-feeding (trigger((s-succeed))) a-eat)))) 

(C a-drink (goal ((s-succeed 0))) 
 (elements 
  ((has-no-drink (trigger((s-has_drink 0))) a-pick_drink)) 
  ((not-near-target (trigger((s-is_near_drink_target 0))) a-move_to_drink)) 
  ((default-feeding (trigger((s-is_near_drink_target))) a-drink)))))



No Latch



Strict Latch (no interrupts)



Strict Latch (interrupts)



Flexible Latch



• Test and compare all variants 

• Check frequency of execution of 
low-priority goals 

• Also frequency ratio of primary 
and secondary actions 

• Two simulation settings 

• Controlled environment 

• Random (more realistic 
environment) 

Experiments




















Example Experiment



Results

  




























Time 
steps 

available 
for 

“low- 
priority” 
drives

Number of interruptions



Conclusion

• Sometimes time should be allocated 
arbitrarily in order to prevent dithering.

• But arbitrary decisions should be easy to 
revisit.

• The optimal value for the intervening 
persistence threshold ψ turned out to be 
δ ⇒ revisit for all interrupts.
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Joanna J. Bryson

Second Annual Vienna Conference on Consciousness (2008)
AISB Symposium on Computing & Philosophy (2009)

Invited to submit to the International Journal of Machine 
Consciousness

Crude, Cheesy, Second-Rate 
Consciousness



A Time to Learn?

• Monkeys that learn chained pairs of 
values (A>B; B>C; C>D; D>E; E>F) 
normally are faster at assessing 
stimuli the further they are on the 
chain (B>E faster than B>D).

• Elderly monkeys are always fast.

• Elderly monkeys also don’t learn 
when you change the reward 
scheme -- not aware? Herb Terrace, Columbia, NY



A Time to Learn?

• Bryson & Leong (2007) account 
for primate performance (and 
failures) on transitive 
performance, except time.

• Bryson (Cog Sci 2009) shows 
time effects explained by 
inverse correlation to certainty.

• Hypothesis:  delay action 
selection to search?
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(Animal Cog. 2007)

Brendan McGonigle, Edinburgh
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Consciousness? 
Dennett (VCC08)

“Contents arise, get revised, contribute to... 
the modulation of behavior, and in the 
process leave their traces in memory...”

“Only [commonality is] the historical 
property of having won a temporally local 
competition with sufficient decisiveness... to 
enable recollection...”

• Selection from concurrent options.

• Indicated by episodic memory.



Functional Theory 
(Bryson 2008-10)

• Consciousness is holding one stimulus in 
mind while searching options primed by it 
for a better response.

• Only triggered when next action isn’t 
obvious (reflexive or trained).

• Side effect 1: special types of learning.

• Side effect 2: long reaction times.  Focus 
attention longer when less certain.



Are There Conscious 
AI Systems?

Andrea Thomaz, MIT

Charlie Kemp, GA Tech



Conscious Systems

• Hold stimulus in mind.

• Search primed responses.

• Takes time proportional to 
uncertainty.

• Concurrent cognitive systems:

• You, your browser & Google 
all remember the episode. Davide Vecchi, KLI



it is nor 
hand, nor 
foot, nor 
arm, nor 
face, nor 
any other 

part 
belonging 
to a man.

What’s Consciousness?

Glenn Matsumura, Wired 2007

SG5-UT Robotic Arm

Tad McGeer's passive dynamic walker

Chuck Rosenbergʼs IT, 1997



by any other 
name?

How about “spreading-
activation implementation of 
bounded depth-first search”?



“If the best the roboticists can 
hope for is the creation of some 

crude, cheesy, second-rate artificial 
consciousness, they still win.”  

D. C. Dennett (1994), “The Practical 
Requirements for Making a Conscious Robot”, 

Philosophical Transactions: Physical Sciences and 
Engineering, 349 p. 137 (133-146).



Conclusions

• A few robots could already be called 
“conscious” (in a crude, cheesy, second-
rate kind of way.)

• Many robots and other technology are a 
part of conscious systems, using humans 
to focus the action & learning.
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Thanks!

Philipp
Rohlfshagen

Cyril Brom (et al)

Jan Drugowitsch

Sam PartingtonTristan Caulfield



Joanna J. Bryson
Department of Computer Science

University of Bath
http://www.cs.bath.ac.uk/~jjb

Time for Questions(?)



Bath’s Animation 
Doctoral Training Centre

• The EPSRC through Bath invests £180,000 
per student “high-flier, industry leader”.

• UK Company interviews student, helps pick 
project and 1 year of courses (Bath & 
Bournemouth), 3 years on company site.

• 50 studentships over 5(ish) years. 
“Framestore, HP, Microsoft, Bizarre Games 
and others” already signed up.
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BOD Development Cycle
1. Initial decomposition ⇒ specification. 

2. Scale the system. 

i. Code one behavior and/or plan. 

ii. Test and debug code (test earlier plans). 

iii. Simplify the design. 

3. Revise the specification. 

4. Iterate.



1. Specify (high-level) what the agent will do. 

2. Describe activities as sequences of actions.  
competences and action patterns

3. Identify sensory and action primitives from 
these sequences.

4. Identify the state necessary to enable the 
primitives, cluster primitives by shared 
state. behavior modules 

5. Identify and prioritize goals / drives.  drive 
collection; emotions / durative state

6. Select a first (next) behavior to implement.
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Simplify the Design

Use the simplest representations.

• Plans: 

• primitives, action patterns, competences.

• drives only if need to always check.

• Behavior modules / memory:

• none, deictic, specialized, general.

(Bryson, AgeS 2003)



Simplify the Design
Trade off representations: plans vs. behaviors

• Use simplest plan structure unless 
redundancy (split primitives for sequence, 
add variable state in modules).

• If competences too complicated, introduce 
primitives or create more hierarchy.

• Split large behaviors, use plans to unify.

• All variable state in modules (deictic).
(Bryson, AgeS 2003)
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Where Intelligence 
Comes From

• Problem:  Getting intelligent behavior*  
from rocks / primordial soup.

*(or biology in general)

• Solutions:  Evolving, Learning, Developing, 
Designing, Thinking (Planning, Cognition).



Where Intelligence 
Comes From

• Solutions:  Evolving, Learning, Developing, 
Designing, Thinking (Planning, Cognition).

• Computationally, these solutions aren’t very 
different (“No free lunch” Wolpert 1996; 
Bryson 2000, 2001).



BOD Agent Example

• Behaviour Library - per 
platform.

• POSH plan - per 
“species” / goal set.

• Memory - per 
individual.

(ATAL 1997, PhD 2001)
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What I Learned from Robots
1. Perception is hard (explains the brain).

• Lead to specialized representations 
encapsulated in modules; my method of 
behavior-module decomposition.

2. Discrete action selection is compatible with 
continuous acting, provided the primitive `acts’ 
alter ongoing behaviour supported by modules.

• e.g. motor act sends target velocity, not vector;

• multiple || devices/modules e.g. speech, motion.



Action Selection
Functionalist Assumption:  All we care 
about is producing intelligent behaviour.

• Physical Symbol System Hypothesis (Newell 
& Simon 1963); Qualia, Chalmers “hard 
problem” (1995).

• Thinking, consciousness as epiphenomena 
(Churchland 1988, Brooks 1991).

We’ll build it if we need it.



Functionalist Assumption:  All we care 
about is producing intelligent behaviour.

• Physical Symbol System Hypothesis (Newell 
& Simon 1963); Qualia, Chalmers “hard 
problem” (1995).

• Thinking, consciousness as epiphenomena 
(Churchland 1988, Brooks & Stein 1993).

Science:  We’ll build it to see if we need it.

Action Selection



Separate Sense & Action
• Something we 

higher mammals 
do.

• Central Sulcus

Chance for Cognition?
(pictures from Carlson)


